Made
Simple

Helping people, businesses and
organisations be all they can be.

What people say

When I was young I learned business lessons by starting
my first business, a cleaning company. The business was
a success cleaning other people’s businesses; I sold it and
cleaned up, learning that making profit feels really good.
I’ve learned to find myself by losing myself in far-flung
corners of the world. I’ve seen tall mountains and climbed
taller mountains. I’ve come back changed with a wider
perspective of bringing about transformational change for
the corporations I worked with.
I’ve learned how to create results that have created
records across sectors, across industries, across the
world. One thing I’ve learned that has always remained
constant even as new technologies emerge is that
business is still the business of persuasion. People have to
believe what you’re doing will make their lives better.

I’ve learned that spreadsheets measure they don’t create.
I’ve learned if you’re going to think, think big. I’ve learned
that you get what you focus on. Focus on making dollars;
cutting costs is cutting costs. I’ve learned that strategic
creativity is essential for business success. Getting the
strategy right makes all of those important tactical
questions much easier to answer.
I’ve learned that it’s easy to complicate things and that my
contribution is to un-complicate them. Less is often More.

I’ve learned people drive corporations. I’ve learned that it’s
good to invest in your company’s culture as people keep doing
good things when you’re not around. I’ve learned to surround
myself with remarkable people, as they challenged me to grow.
I've learned that you can get by on charisma for a few short
minutes. After that, you'd better know your stuff and get on
with it.
I’ve learned that everyone likes people who get to the point
quickly. People will understand exactly what you mean if you
keep it simple. I’ve learned that breaking new ground takes
the same amount of work as it does to stay in the same
place however the results are very different.

I’ve learned that if you want to improve results, create a better
product. I’ve learned that innovation is more than having great
ideas. What’s important is how those ideas are executed.
I’ve learned that words don’t teach, that experience does. I’ve
learned the value of being the best version of me means people
get the best version of me.
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I’ve learned I’m still learning.

Rodger Powell
Director. Chairman. Consultant. Catalyst

“People do not decide
to become extraordinary.
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They decide to
accomplish extraordinary things”
Sir Edmund Hillary

Mt Minya Konka, Tibet, 2006. Photographer Rodger Powell

Director. Chaiman. Consultant. Catalyst
As a Director I create immediate emotional connections through
communicating expressively. I inspire people to become
involved advocates, while embracing opportunities for change
and exploration. I captivate with spontaneity, and leading-edge
thinking while inspiring brainstorming and problem solving. I
uplift while being approachable and transparent.
As a Chairman I stimulate and serve the Board by unleashing
the potential energies of the directors, developing a common
view of the board’s purposes and shared responsibility for
leadership.
As a Consultant I quickly solve problems with new solutions. I
generate ideas that excite and surprise people with a new
perspective. I help people to help themselves. I have proven
that I am innovative and visionary
As a Catalyst I embrace new situations and relationships with
zeal and pure entrepreneurial spirit. My energy and strategic
approach generate a great deal of curiosity. My enthusiasm and
creativity bring people and ideas together for the purpose of
innovation
Ultimately, I create opportunities. I excite people and make
them believe in new ideas. I inspire people and energize
businesses to success.
This is what drives me.
Rodger Powell

Why me
Execution
I focus on closing the gap between expectations and actual
results by bringing together people, strategy and operations.
I use a proven process to align multiple priorities and reallocate
resources accordingly to bring all the parts, moving and not
moving together so everything is all working in harmony.
Management Innovation
We live in a world where there are new possibilities and new
expected results. Best practices are no longer the best starting
point of management reinvention. I know how to build
adaptable, inventive, inspiring organizations by making
management innovation a core competence
Access and Influence
I have an extensive network that’s bought access and influence
with people, organisations both public and private around
Australia, around the world.

Why me
Cut through the bullshit
I have in-depth experience in Leisure (Tourism, Hospitality,
Gaming), Information Technology, Services, Sport, Agriculture,
Aerospace, Franchising, Not for Profit, and Association – with
skills in Leadership, Marketing and Communications. My
referees confirm my integrity, strategic thinking capability, my
collegiate style, my independent and creative thinking, use of
common sense, and no bullshit approach.
Corporate governance is a way of life
I believe strongly that good corporate governance is a mindset
and a way of life rather than just an understanding of a set of
rules. I have built successful relationships with management
teams while ensuring thorough questioning and robust debate is
seen as a constructive contribution by both management and
fellow directors.
Marketing that wins hearts and minds
We live in a world where markets are volatile, uncertain and
complex. Consumers are in charge. I know how to rethink, to
turn ideas into actions, to tell a story that will get shared and
heard.

Why me
Executive and Non Experience
In my executive career, I’ve worked in senior leadership roles
with Intercontinental Hotels Group, Hilton, Bally, Lion and Best
Western. Together with my own ventures and investments I’ve
proved that I have the commercial acumen and global corporate
mindset required for any organisation in multi-unit consumer
facing businesses in retail and wholesale environments. In my
non-executive career, I’ve worked closely in highly customercentric, retail and experience sectors and in affordable
consumer products. I’ve shown my skills are transferable to any
business.
Heart and guts
The leadership that makes a difference is based on two
qualities: the heart to care and the guts to dare. I’ve found
that real productivity is about nurturing, knowing when to
challenge, and when to take risks. Affecting behavior change,
overcoming conflict and raising performance means that
organisations can be all that they’re meant to be.
Create success
Born with a natural competitive spirit and a desire to be the
best, I put high expectations on my work and my results. Strict
discipline and laser focus give me the confidence it takes to
overcome the biggest of challenges.

What people say

Rodger is a deft strategic creative thinker.
I know I can turn to him for fresh unconventional solutions.
Mia Feasey – CEO Siren Design

Rodger is an excellent communicator who brings a wealth of
executive experience to the board. His confident can-do
attitude combines well with his organised style to keep the team
on track and motivated. Rodger is always honest, open,
realistic, reasonable and genuine.
Leo McHugh - Director of Bioinformatics
ImmuneXpress Inc, Managing Director Highlight Ventures

Rodger is an excellent strategic thinker and he combines this
with a commercial and business focused approach to marketing
and sales. I have seen Rodger performing as a Company
Director and Chairman in at least three businesses, he has a
very good grasp and understanding of governance and the role
of the Board.
Gavin Barnes – Director and Founder
Redchip Lawyer’s Pty Ltd
Kerr	
  –	
  Managing	
  Director	
  at	
  Helping	
  Hands	
  Network

What other people say
	
  	
  	
  
Rodger comes to the table with fantastic IT skills; web
marketing skills, first-class corporate governance skills and
wider tourism industry knowledge.
Tim Bone Owner BIG4 Anglesea and
BIG4 Bellarine Holiday Parks

Rodger is an exceptional leader and has a high focus on
developing those people he manages. He is a strong strategic
thinker and has the management skill to translate strategies into
business outcomes.
Jason Starr-Thomas - Franchise Owner
Crust Gourmet Pizza, Group COO Body Corporate Services

Rodger is an excellent leader and manager. He is a visionary
strategic thinker focused on achieving results worthy of Industry
recognition. You can rely on Rodger to be always focused on
achieving his objective.
Michael Kerr – Managing Director at Helping Hands Network
Kerr – Managing Director at Helping Hands Network

Contact

M: +61 417 488 881
E: rodger@rodgerpowell.com
W: rodgerpowell.com
PO Box Q569, QVB Post Office#
Sydney, NSW 1230Australia

